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Abstract

The effects and dangers of opium were subject to intense scientific scrutiny and experimentation in Paris in the decades around 1700, as rival networks of healers contended for commercial advantage over the compound drugs that contained it. Opium, widely consumed in the Ottoman empire, became a subject of European scientific interest in an attempt to render it safe, agreeable, and beneficial for European bodies. Apothecaries sought to resurrect an ancient drug and infuse it with new life in the laboratory; physicians conducted chemical experiments upon it. Yet it was hard to reach agreement as to opium's harmful or beneficial effects; some aspects of its nature proved impossible to 'domesticate' in the same way as other exotic drugs like coffee or tea, or even cinchona. I argue that only by investigating the discrete networks which sold and experimented upon opium can the historian account for the ways in which this drug generated social, political, and financial capital for experimenters as it circulated throughout society.

One of the most difficult issues with which historians might engage is past experiences of consuming foods or drugs, a phenomenon at once deeply personal, yet at the same time structured and framed by how those drugs were appropriated and accounted for in the culture to which the consumer belongs.1 The term ‘experience’ should not here be understood as referring to an endeavour by social historians of early modern medicine in the 1980s and 1990s to ‘recapture lived experience’.2 Instead, this article begins with one of the rare instances when an early modern individual described the effects of taking an exotic drug. From this starting point, it explores how somatic individuality was related to a particular politics of experience that served to promote and make meaningful the consumed substance.
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Such an approach affords an insight into what might be termed the ‘pharmacological regime’ of seventeenth-century France. By this I mean the ways in which the power of particular drugs – their effects upon individual bodies – were connected to debates about political power, commerce, or knowledge in a globalizing world. Current research is underscoring the central place of empire, global trade, and colonialism in European research into exotic drugs in the period around 1700, even if the French drugs trade has, until recently, received little attention compared with the English, Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch cases.3 Exotic drugs are a valuable subject for historians interested in the connections between trade, materiality, and imperialism. Firstly, as material substances that had to be transported over long distances in order to be consumed, they left traces of their passage in archives and often generated an autonomous material culture (think coffee and coffee-pots). Secondly, drugs yoke together their places of origin and consumption, prompting debate over the significance of one location for the other, over the relationship between bodies and geographical space, and thus over how proximate agency (the act of consumption) is either affected by or affects very distant parts of the world. In a key sense, drugs showcase early modern preoccupations with the implications of otherness for European societies.

An obvious topos for such an enquiry, as newcomers to quotidian European consumption around 1700, are the exotic drinks of tea, coffee, and chocolate – which have indeed received substantial historical attention.4 However, the main theme of this article is opium, a drug that, while exotic in the sense of being an import from outside Europe, did not become a direct focus of European imperial conquest at this time. Rather, it was linked with the Ottoman empire, a realm far more extensive and powerful than any European maritime empire around 1700. It thus connoted an empire of otherness: a referent to practices of consumption at once admired and despised, craved and spurned by affluent Europeans. Unlike coffee, opium never became


4 To mention only a few of the studies devoted to these exotic drugs in particular, see Markman Ellis, Richard Coulton, and Matthew Mauger, Empire of tea: the Asian leaf that conquered the world (London, 2015); Markman Ellis, The coffee-house: a cultural history (London, 2004); Marcy Norton, Sacred gifts, profane pleasures: a history of tobacco and chocolate in the Atlantic world (Ithaca, NY, 2008).
the subject of colonial cultivation during the period, not least because the identity of the plant that produced it remained doubtful.5

Knowledge about opium, it will be argued, was similarly ambivalent. Well known and long present in European pharmacopoeias and medical practice, opium would never become ‘domesticated’ to the same extent as other exotic drugs like tobacco, pepper, sugar, or even cinchona. It remained stubbornly ‘foreign’ throughout the period under consideration, and the question is why this should be so. A positivist history might account for this difference with the claim that opium was inherently more potent than other drugs, and did not enter daily consumption for that reason.6 But such an argument rests upon the settlement of debates about the properties and effects of opium which, in the period around 1700, were still active. Rather than applying current scientific assessments of the corporeal effects of opium to past bodies, historians need to acknowledge that efficacy is itself historically contingent and relative. In particular, as this article will show, the potency of drugs may be tied to considerations of geopolitical potency – both literally, in the sense that the availability of a given material substance for consumers is contingent on trading relations with its place of origin, and figuratively, in the sense that the ‘power’ of drugs is related to the perceived relationship between the cultures of origin and consumption. Attempts to coax medicinal virtue out of opium operated on two levels, putting into question the capacity of experimentation to generate proof, and also mapping consumption onto French concerns about (religious or cultural) alterity in relation to empire.

I want to begin to illustrate these claims by invoking an early modern account of opium-eating that provokes a sense of sharp historical disjuncture in modern readers, in that it presents the drug as an aid to the preservation of health rather than an addictive substance and a source of harm to the body. Its author, Moyse Charas, was an apothecary whose Protestant faith drove him on a European circuit from court to court before finally, under torture in a Spanish prison, he converted to Catholicism.7 He thereafter resumed a post

---

5 On the beginnings of French colonial coffee cultivation, see E. C. Spary, *Eating the Enlightenment: food and the sciences in Paris* (Chicago, IL, and London, 2012), ch. 2; Albert Lougnon, *L’Île Bourbon pendant la Régence. Desforges Boucher, les débuts du café* (Paris, 1956). As late as the publication of Joseph Pitton de Tournefort’s *Voyage au Levant*, in 1717, the botanical artist Claude Aubriet was only able to include a drawing of ‘a very fine species of poppy which the Armenians call Aphion like common Opium; yet they take no Opium from it’ (*Relation d’un voyage du Levant fait par ordre du Roy* (Paris, 1717), II, p. 277).


at the Jardin du Roi in Paris, from which he had been expelled for his faith, and remained in Paris until his death in 1698. Some eighteen months before he died, Charas presented a paper at the Academy of Sciences in Paris on his personal experience of taking opium:

I think people will be very pleased to see me publish here, in good faith, what I have recently painstakingly observed on my own person, through the whole course of an illness of three months, from which I have recovered thanks to God, which principally consisted of a great reduction in strength and mental exhaustion, and of frequent severe episodes of sweating followed by horrible itching, with no pain in any individual part of my body. From the start, I foresaw that this illness which I was experiencing at a very advanced age could only be prolonged ... I thought it appropriate to take a grain of Opium Extract, as I did regularly every day at no fixed time ... my conviction that this Extract was sustaining my strength, made me punctilious about taking a grain a day. Its most noticeable effect was that of giving me a great inner tranquillity, with no drowsiness.8

Charas then proceeded to report on opium’s other beneficial effects at some length, in particular its capacity to evacuate corrupt humours through his bowels and via perspiration. This extended self-accounting was characterized as a ‘sincere recital of the extraordinary effects that Opium Extract has recently had upon me’.9 In other words, Charas’s account of embodied experience possessed not only a medicoscientific goal – as a recital of natural facts before a company of savants – but also a theological one, as a genre of testimony.

---

8 Archives de l’Académie des Sciences, Paris, procès-verbaux (9 Sept. 1696), ‘Nouvelles observations sur l’Opium par Charas’, fo. 194v–195r: ‘ie crois qu’on sera bien aise, que ie publie icy de bonne foy ce que l’ay depuis peu Soigneusement observé sur ma persone, pendant tout le cours d’une maladie de trois mois, dont ie releue graces a Dieu, qui consistoit principalement en un grand abatement de forces et épuisement d’Esprit, et en de grandes et frequentes sueurs universelles suivies d’horribles demangeaisons, sans aucune soufrances particulieres d’aucune partie de mon corps. Je préuis dès le commencement que cette maladie, m’ariuant en un Age fort avancé ne pouuoit estre que longue ... ie crus a propos de prendre, comme ie le fis reglément tous les jours sans aucune heure limitée, un grain d’Extrait d’Opium ... la persuasion où l’estois que cet Extrait soutenoit mes forces, en fortifiant la nature, me rendit ponctuel a en prendre un grain tous les jours. Son Efet le plus sensible estoit de me donner une grande tranquillité au dedans, sans aucun assoupissement.’ This document is transcribed and briefly discussed in Claire Salomon-Bayet, ‘Opiologia, imposture et célébration de l’opium’, Revue d’Histoire des Sciences, 25 (1972), pp. 125–50.

9 Archives de l’Académie des Sciences, Paris, procès-verbaux (9 Sept. 1696), fo. 196v: ‘Le sincere recit des efets extraordinaires, que l’Extrait d’Opium, vient de produire sur moy’. A copy of the talk in Charas’s own hand is in his dossier biographique in this same archive. John Martin’s argument that sincerity was a Renaissance invention particularly associated with Protestantism suggests that Charas’s relationship with opium had links to his confessional struggles (John Martin, ‘Inventing sincerity, refashioning prudence: the discovery of the individual in Renaissance Europe’, American Historical Review, 102 (1997), pp. 1309–42, esp. p. 1331). As Valentina Pugliano, ‘Pharmacy, testing, and the language of truth in Renaissance Venice’, Bulletin of the History of Medicine, 91 (2017), pp. 233–73, shows, the term was used by earlier apothecaries in similar circumstances.
or confession. Besides these twin aims, it will become clear that this self-narration had commercial goals. Charas first entered the French crown’s orbit in the 1650s as the owner of a successful pharmacy in the town of Orange, near Usèz, his place of birth. It was almost certainly under royal protection that he moved to Paris in 1659, settling in the rue des Boucheries and rapidly rising within the guild of Parisian apothecaries and grocers. While always anchored in the merchant milieu, he also laid claim to scholarly status; yet his place in the Republic of Letters would never be as secure as that of a man of the liberal professions.

That his auto-experimentation with opium was a self-reflexive contribution to medical knowledge is something Charas had made very clear in earlier descriptions of his opium consumption, in his well-known treatise *Histoire naturelle des animaux* (1668) and his even better-known pharmacopeia, the *Pharmacopée royale galénique et chymique* (1676). These accounts were evidently closely read, for they were quoted by several peers. 10 Charas described his trials as a public service to correct misapprehensions: ‘the absence of close knowledge of opium, and the fear of making a mistake, has led some people to abstain from it and believe its use to be dangerous’. As a drug, opium was therefore to be saved for the task of healing – which was also God’s intention for the plant – through auto-experimentation. Charas noted how ‘the surprising effects of Opium … have always occupied the minds of many curious people’. ‘We could have been,’ he told his fellow academicians, ‘and we might yet be more instructed about it, if a number of people were to be as robust, curious and determined as I was.’ However, he warned that the variety of complexions, diseases, and other circumstances meant that opium’s effects upon bodies were very variable. 11

In this exhortation to the learned company (whose deeds were the subject of regular newspaper reports), Charas thus classed himself among a privileged number of scholars who coupled strengths of body and mind, curiosity with constitutional robustness; who were able to auto-experiment with opium and gauge its effects upon the human body in a scientifically valid way; and whose reports were worthy of trust. He presented this experimentation as a courageous endeavour undertaken for the twin purposes of improving natural

---


knowledge and assuaging public fear of a useful drug. It is rare to find records of auto-experimentation that offer quite so much detail on corporeal experience. While early modern diaries and letters allow us to grasp how ubiquitous auto-experimentation on drugs in fact was, Charas’s enterprise appears to have gone somewhat further, and to have prioritized embodied knowledge as well as the (divine) purposes it served – or, rather, to have conferred a moral as well as an evidential role upon corporeal auto-experimentation.12

Although it is practically certain that Charas, like his fellow curious enquirers around Europe, auto-experimented on a wide range of other substances, including cinchona, little of his surviving oeuvre suggests that his other experiments possessed quite the importance of those conducted on two medicinal materials in particular, opium and viper venom, to which he returned throughout his life as an experimenter and scholar. Charas’s claims about the first of these two substances might seem disconcerting to a modern reader – or, rather, that reader might be inclined to reframe his opium-eating as an example of addiction, implicitly replacing the drug within the category of dangerous or intoxicating materials. Yet the concept of addiction was not one which Charas himself would have recognized.13 A foodstuff or drug, he argued, might be dangerous to an inexperienced body, but not to a practised one. It was precisely for this reason, in his view, that ‘robust’ investigators of nature should all be taking opium, in order to gauge its effects and to reach agreement upon them. Only thus could the drug’s providential purpose be fully understood by the light of reason.

Nor was Charas the only scientific and medical advocate for opium in early modern France. In 1726, the Paris medical faculty physician Philippe Hecquet would scoff at the notion that a drug like opium, taken so extensively throughout ‘the vast empires of Persia, Turkey, the Indies, Egypt and beyond to Europe’, could possibly be viewed as a poison. From the fact that 4,000 pounds of it were imported annually from Smyrna to Marseille, Hecquet argued, ‘doesn’t it become evident how astonishing the consumption of opium is? Could all the nations in the world possibly be conspiring in their own destruction, by cooperating to poison themselves?’14


14 Philippe Hecquet, Reflexions sur l’usage de l’opium, des calmants, et des narcotiques, pour la guerison des maladies. En forme de lettre (Paris, 1726), pp. 69, 71: ‘les vastes Empires de Perse, de Turquie, aux Indes, en Egypte, & delà en Europe’; ‘ne vient-il point évident que la consommation de l’Opium est étonnante? Seroit-ce donc que toutes les Nations du monde auraient toutes conspiré leur propre perte, en se concertant ensemble pour s’empoisonner elles-mêmes.’ Andreas-Holger Maehle, Drugs
This last question—whether opium was a poison, and how its effects upon the body could be managed—preoccupied many experimenters in the decades around 1700. Not all were as optimistic about the drug as Charas or Hecquet. Many authors used opium to underline the geographical, cultural, and corporeal distance separating East and West. In a note on Lucretius’s *On the nature of things*, Jacques Parrain des Coutures, a Norman military nobleman turned Republican of Letters, remarked: ‘Here opium is a poison, in the Indies they take it without danger, to make themselves braver.’ Others, such as Nicolas Venette, a doctor in La Rochelle who had trained in Paris, rehearsed the truism that opium did not affect European and Turkish bodies in the same way, sometimes with disappointing results:

> Europeans do not experience the same effects from the use of narcotics as Asians and Africans. Custom makes these drugs produce different effects in those who use them, and here we only observe tranquillity of the soul, and pleasure and itching of the body, rather than the turmoil of love to be seen among other peoples.  

The experience of a drug’s corporeal and moral effects was highly geographically and culturally localized, following the irresistible spatial logic of early modern Hippocratic medicine, in which habit and climatic circumstance formed characters and virtues in all living bodies—plants as well as people. Yet the effects of ‘intoxicants’ and drugs are precisely what modern historians have often implicitly taken as identical between cultures, and therefore in need of historical investigation.

---

on trial: experimental pharmacology and therapeutic innovation in the eighteenth century (Amsterdam, 1999), p. 129, notes: ‘Though well known as a powerful substance since antiquity, opium became a very widely used remedy in the West only in the seventeenth century.’

15 For an overview, see Andreas-Holger Maehle, ‘Pharmacological experimentation with opium in the eighteenth century’, in Roy Porter and Mikuláš Teich, eds., *Drugs and narcotics in history* (Cambridge, 1995), pp. 52–76; Maehle, *Drugs on trial*, ch. 3.


17 Nicolas Venette, *De la generation de l’homme, ou tableau de l’amour conjugal. Divisé en quatre parties* (Cologne, 1703), p. 224: ‘les Européens ne ressentent pas les mesmes effets de l’usage de ces Narcotiques, que font les Asiaticques & les Africains. La coutume fait que ces drogues produisent des effets differens dans ceux qui en usent, & nous n’observons chez nous que la tranquilité de l’ame, le plaisir & la démangeaison du corps, au lieu des égaremens amoureux qui se remarquent chez les autres.’ Quite possibly Venette was specifically referencing Charas here, who also mentioned opium’s aphrodisiac properties (Charas, *Histoire naturelle*, p. 89).


19 As Michael Stolberg, ‘Der gesunde Leib: zur Geschichtlichkeit frühneuzeitlicher Körperfahrtung’, *Historische Zeitschrift*, 31 (2001), pp. 37–57, argues, histories of medicine have traditionally treated the body ‘fast ausschließlich als Gegenstand medizinischer Forschung und therapeutischer Inventionen’ (p. 37). I would add to his call for attention to bodily ‘experience’
Opium was a drug uniquely tied to particular geopolitical relations between Ottomans and Europeans that changed over both space and time. Its ambivalent nature was central to the meanings attributed to it by French authors and consumers as royal policy towards the Ottomans developed over the course of Louis XIV’s reign. In 1662, while the king was still supporting Habsburg efforts to recoup territories from Ottoman rule, the royal historiographer François Eudes de Mezeray published a new edition of the sixteenth-century geographer Nicolas de Nicolay’s history of the Turks, including Nicolay’s plates of Ottoman dress, concocted from a combination of antique coins and travel narratives. The plate ‘Les Yvrognes’ represented cruel Turks, ‘full of rage and fury (pleins de rage & de furie)’, who fought for pleasure and entertainment, losing ‘all reason and judgement (toute raison & iugement)’. This was largely a consequence, according to the caption, of Turkish consumption of sherbet, an opium-containing drink used by the peoples of the Levant to purge themselves of the melancholic humour and give themselves courage for battle: ‘Having taken just one dram of this opium, they are so troubled and alienated in their minds that they can only walk unsteadily, and talk in frightful cries and howls.’

French relations with the Ottoman empire during the 1660s explain why the interest of readers and consumers in Ottoman drugs, including opium—long a part of European healing traditions, featuring in both Galenic drugs and the newer Paracelsian medicine—was reignited during this same decade.

Although the king’s relations with the Ottomans thawed from the 1670s onwards, this Renaissance trope of the Turk drunk on opium endured as a theme of seventeenth-century medical literature. The perceived violence of Turks carried over into discussions of the drug. As Jean Bernier, household physician to the duc d’Orléans, remarked in 1689, medical writers earlier that century had viewed opium, along with hellebore and mercury, as ‘monsters and wild beasts that they did not know how to tame and domesticate’.

Opium, accordingly, had a bad reputation in French literate culture as a drug the need to recognize the agency and opacity of the body that in the early modern period rendered replication of experience an impossibility.
capable of violent effects, including death, not unlike the consequences anticipated for Christendom from Turkish invasion. In Adrien-Thomas Perdou de Subligny’s *La fausse Clélie* (1671), a character hoarded opium to commit suicide, while in the racy novel *Les amans malheureux* (1703), the drug was used twice to incapacitate male characters so they could be murdered.

During these very years, other Turkish consumption practices seemed increasingly attractive to Europeans, especially the French. Both coffee and sherbet were enthusiastically embraced in the closing decades of the seventeenth century. While sherbet was almost forgotten by around 1700, however, coffee migrated into French daily life, even becoming identified with Frenchness after colonial commerce geared up in the 1720s. The attraction of coffee has been attributed to the capacity it afforded the French elite for staging Orientalism at home: it was part of a whole package of luxury material practices, including Chinese and Japanese porcelain, opulent silk fabrics, and Turkey carpets, increasingly embraced by Europeans as the Ottoman military threat receded. Coffee was also embraced as a drink of sobriety and health, its symbolism centred upon discussions of Muslim abstinence from wine. Alongside the ‘drunken Turk’, late seventeenth-century authors thus set the ‘sober Turk’. Turkish drugs thus epitomized in miniature French ambivalence over Ottoman habits and politeness, in decades when French overseas efforts were aimed, turn by turn, at establishing French trade with the Ottoman empire, or else at reducing French dependency upon it as a source of the Eastern luxury goods increasingly consumed at home.

Opium was widely consumed all over France, certainly more so than coffee in the 1660s, and perhaps even as late as the early 1680s. Itinerant merchants of opium-containing remedies travelled Europe selling their drugs in towns and at seasonal fairs. In France, these travelling healers were known as operators, or more pejoratively ‘charlatans’. Operators appear to have been cosmopolitan figures, with itineraries which took them from town to town. In the early decades of Louis XIV’s reign, they formed loose-knit kinship networks,

---


whose members offered entertainment coupled with healing services. Such performers could recruit royal patronage; in the 1660s, several were both well-paid court entertainers and well-known healers. Common characterizations of them as humble street performers or popular healers reflect repeated attacks by corporate medical practitioners over a long period. Since few operators published anything longer than advertising brochures—most of which are lost—historians have depended upon these pejorative images peddled by their medical rivals. But in reality, operators seem to have commanded a similar clientele to licensed physicians; their main distinction lay in their itinerancy and their use of spectacle and print for self-promotion. The legitimacy of operators seems to have been high in the eyes of the French crown at mid-century, when the title of ‘royal operator’ was bestowed upon large numbers of healers.28 It was precisely operators’ successes, not their incapacity, that would bring the wrath of faculty physicians down upon their heads.

Definitions of the term show that, before 1700, the title was widely associated with sellers of exotic drugs, particularly opium compounds, whether chemists, dentists, or surgeons. According to one dictionary published in 1680, an operator was a ‘kind of chemical physician who usually sells or offers for sale balm and other kinds of drugs on a stage in town squares’, exemplified with the phrase ‘A good operator’.29 Over the next decade, the public credibility of drugs operators appears to have declined. Antoine Furetière’s dictionary of 1690 mentioned surgical operators first, but then added a second entry under the heading ‘Operateur’: ‘also used of an empiric or charlatan who sells drugs and remedies in public and at the theatre, who announces his location and science by distributing advertisements and leaflets. People calling themselves royal operators and distillers ought not to be trusted.’30 The title became less desirable over time, but the figure of the operator remained a household name until the end of the eighteenth century, by which point the term principally designated individuals who performed surgical operations—tooth-pulling, hernia repair, cutting for cataracts or the stone, and tumour removal.

In the seventeenth century, the core of the operators’ pharmaceutical arsenal was the famous drug theriac. This celebrated antidote was supposedly invented by Andromachus, physician to Emperor Nero, and thus represented an ancient imperial medical world. Many operators sold one of countless

28 Based on the author’s unpublished research using the Minutier Central, Paris.
30 Antoine Furetière, Dictionnaire universel, contenant generalement tous les mots francois tant vieux que modernes, et les termes de toutes les sciences & les arts (3 vols., The Hague and Rotterdam, 1690–1), III, s.v. ‘Operateur’: ‘se dit aussi d’un Empyrique, d’un Charlatan qui vend ses drogues, & ses remedes en public & sur le theatre, qui annonce son logis & sa science par des affiches & des billets qu’il distribué. Il ne se faut pas fier à ces gens qui se disent Operateurs & Distillateurs du Roi.’
variants of theriac known, by the early seventeenth century, as ‘orvietan’, after the supposed birthplace of the recipe’s inventor. Orvietan exemplified early modern polypharmacy; recipes for it included around forty to seventy different ingredients, mostly non-European. The drug was a portmanteau, containing several opium compounds besides theriac. Principally manufactured in Venice, and distributed across the Galenic medical world, from Europe in the West to China in the East, theriac largely derived its power from two ingredients widely held to be poisonous: opium and viper flesh. Their inclusion reflected a long-standing view, mentioned in Galen, that all poisonous natural bodies on earth contained their own antidote, and that a skilful practitioner could extract an antidote from the matter of the poison itself. A 1667 Augustinian emblem book captures this in theological terms, figuring the Eucharist – the substance which cost Christ his life, yet which when consumed supplies the antidote to sin – as a double-headed snake: ‘Though I breathe a cruel venom, I offer you a benign remedy’ (Figure 1).

It was this very operation at which operators excelled: extracting the antidotaly power from the substance of a toxic plant or animal. One reason for investing so much time and expense in manufacturing complex opium-containing compound drugs like orvietan and theriac was that certain techniques for processing opium and viper flesh were held to temper the toxicity of these poisonous natural substances. Operators were closely associated with the manipulation of poisonous animals. According to a biography of one of the most famous operators, Gilles Bary, published in 1704, his healing performances alternated with entertainments such as tightrope-walking and short plays. Onstage with just one or two assistants, he would entertain his auditorium with the virtue of his remedies and the marvellous effects they had produced all over Europe, and which they had just recently been producing in Italy. He spoke about everything, exaggerating the strength of his antidote and its infallibility against poisons and the stings or bites of venomous beasts, holding toads, salamanders, asps and vipers in his hands, with which he would play as if they were unable to harm him, or as if they knew to respect his person and his remedies.


34 Charas, Histoire natvrelle, pp. 295–7; Bernier, Essais de medecine, p. cii.

Partly through such adroit deployment of their own bodies as sites of proof, Bary and other operators were successful in enlisting the support of local authorities and princes around Europe. The operators were the most accomplished and best-known representatives of a particular theatrical style of healing for much of the seventeenth century, and their practice centred upon poisons.

Figure 1. Chesneau, Emblemes sacrez, p. 146, emblem 72: ‘Le double Marcheur, qui jettant d’vne de ses testes le venin, en donne l’antidote de l’autre.’ The two captions, ‘Ab eadem / Virus, et antidotus’ and ‘Si j’inspire vn cruel venin, / l’en offre vn remede benin’, both reference an ancient claim that the same natural body that produced a poison also contained its antidote.

Source: Courtesy of HathiTrust. Online at https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=gri.ark:/13960/t7jq1bp5t&view=1up&seq=162.

Partly through such adroit deployment of their own bodies as sites of proof, Bary and other operators were successful in enlisting the support of local authorities and princes around Europe. The operators were the most accomplished and best-known representatives of a particular theatrical style of healing for much of the seventeenth century, and their practice centred upon poisons.
It is no coincidence that vipers also loomed large in Charas’s self-presentation. An engraved portrait showing a viper adjacent to his bare hand, shown in Figure 2, effectively places his own embodied experimental skill on a par with that possessed by operators. Even the name of his shop in Paris was the ‘Golden Vipers.’ Charas is perhaps best remembered within the history of medicine for being on the losing side of a controversy over the toxicity of viper venom in the early 1660s, with the gentlemanly Bolognese physician Francesco Redi. Few historians, however, have linked Charas’s attention to vipers either to his need to compete within the medical marketplace, or to his involvement in contemporary debates on the nature and importance of the passions. So far from failing to comprehend Redi’s claim that the venom of vipers resided behind their fangs, as some have suggested, Charas’s assertions concerning the efficacy of his theriac in fact depended upon his claim to be able to convert the poisonous viper into a benign medicament: he argued that toxicity, in this case, was the consequence of the viper’s bad humours which, aroused by the animal’s irritated state, were injected into its victim with the bite. As Catellani and Console rightly recognize, this controversy is more properly described as reflecting ‘a transition from an animate view of the world to one where empirical methods do not appear to need to invoke “spirits”’. Charas’s reiterated descriptions of his prowess in swallowing opium with impunity similarly proclaimed his own body as at once a site of performance and of proof. He cast himself in the same terms as the operators themselves: as someone wielding the power to extract the essence of poisonous natural things like opium or vipers and convert them into healing power instead. Charas’s own embodiment, in short, could not be extricated from his account of the relationship between cause and effect in trialling the efficacy of drugs.

It is clear that contemporaries understood very well the perils that this set of claims posed to defending scholarly credibility. After Charas fled France in the 1680s, persecuted by the crown for his faith, the physician Jean Bernier jeered that

If orvietan had stayed in Italy, the theriac that [Charas] has made reputable, and which he made fashionable in the name of his country... wouldn’t have challenged Andromachus’s great theriac, and wouldn’t have made its author move from the theatre into the Paris bourgeoisie, if he hadn’t gone over the mountains with it.

36 Phisalix, ‘Moyse Charas’.
37 Felix, ‘Moyse Charas’; most recently, see Jutta Schickore, About method: experimenters, snake venom, and the history of writing scientifically (Chicago, IL, 2017), ch. 3.
39 On the disembodiment of natural knowledge entailed by the new natural philosophy, see especially Christopher Lawrence and Steven Shapin, eds., Science incarnate: historical embodiments of natural knowledge (Chicago, IL, 1998).
40 Bernier, Essais de medecine, p. 472: ‘Si l’Orvietan fut demeuré en Italie, la Theriaque qu’il a mise en reputation, & qui l’avait mis luy-même en vogue sous le nom de sa Patrie ... n’auroit pas bravé la grande Theriaque d’Andromachus, & n’auroit pas fait passer son Auteur du Theâtre dans la Bourgeoisie de Paris, s’il n’avoit passé les Monts avec elle.’
Figure 2. Moyse Charas, *Pharmacopoea regia galenica, gallice ab authore conscripta, jam vero latina lingua donata* (3 vols., Geneva, 1684), l, opp. p. 1: ‘Moses Charas Pharmacopoeus Regius’. Although this appears at first glance to be a typical scholarly portrait of the man of letters among his books, cabinet, and alembic, the addition of a small viper flags the connection between Charas and antidotary culture. 

Source: © Bibliothèque nationale de France.
Charas was perceived to use the same tactics as the operators for attracting official attention—dramatic devices such as auto-experimentation, staged displays of corporeal mastery over nature, immunity from poisons, exotic drugs, and classical allusions. Also like the operators, he seemed not to separate questions of consumption, publicity, and profit from the work of healing and the credibility of natural knowledge claims. The genre to which his experimental activities belonged was spectacular, because spectacle remained a vital asset in attracting patrons, rich or poor; and in the 1660s, it was still the operators who defined what it meant to conduct a public trial with the body. As Mario Biagioli has argued for the case of Galileo, early modern experiment was a rhetorical strategy. Experimentation was often performed in the context of competition for commercial monopolies over the production and sale of new commodities, and attempts to secure patronage from courtiers. Thus, as Martha Baldwin observes, during these decades an experiment was not necessarily carried out to settle a knowledge controversy. It is precisely this circumstance that underscores the need for historians to avoid viewing early modern experiments anachronistically.

III

On their circuits from town to town, operators courted urban and central authorities such as magistrates, city police, and monarchs, seeking official permission to perform and manufacture their remedies in public. The very same kinds of authorities presided over a series of public demonstrations of the manufacture of theriac by Charas in 1660s Paris, and other apothecaries after him: Mathieu-François Geoffroy, Simon Boulduc, Antoine Josson, and Henry Rouvière. Their performances were carefully staged, choreographed, and publicized. Audiences included magistrates, physicians, ‘and all people of distinction, from Paris as well as court, who came in large numbers’. Another journalist mentioned ‘numerous assemblies’ attended by ‘a sizeable number of people of distinguished merit and consummate science in medicine and pharmacy’. For city apothecaries, these making ceremonies—which were part of a long apothecarial tradition, as the work of Watson, Nockels

---


Fabbri, and Pugliano has shown – served the double purpose of capturing the trade in opiates, in particular the highly lucrative theriac, and asserting their own pre-eminence over knowledge and standards of manufacture, against which the orvietanists’ foreignness, lack of humanist erudition, and paucity of connections with scholarly circles could be framed as questionable. ‘Orvietan and all the other counter-poisons which are no more than an imitation of theriac, or rather disguised theriac, must yield to it in virtue and excellence.’

In reproducing an ancient drug such as theriac, these experimenters might be classed within a positivist history of medicine as reactionaries rather than innovators. But such public displays had a very different significance for contemporaries. They showed, in good Colbertian fashion, that the French could break their dependency upon an exotic drug normally imported from the Venetian Republic. As one journalist put it, ‘Rome and Venice will have to admit, after so many widely known and public experiments, that France can do without all her neighbours.’ For the apothecaries, these experiments also stood for the capacity to wrest theriac back from the itinerant operators’ networks, and preserve it as a drug which was better understood and manufactured by licensed, static urban healers attached to the crown or the guild than by mobile foreigners: ‘in this way, ill-intentioned people can be prevented from carrying out a dishonourable public trade in all the kingdom’s fairs, where the price at which it is sold is enough to indicate its poor composition and their crookery.’

Operators were by no means the only competitors whom apothecaries faced in the opium market. Others too were aware how profitable a ‘domesticated’ form of opium, made safe for European bodies, might be in the French medical marketplace. The spagyric chemist and royal physician Nicolas de Locques was also experimenting on opium in Paris during these same years, endeavouring to correct the adverse effects of opium by chemical means: exalting it, stripping it of its earthy properties, and converting its essence or sulphur into a salesworthy Paracelsian ‘divine Laudanum’.


46 In the words of J. P. Griffin, for example: ‘Perhaps in the final analysis, the contribution of Mithridatium and theriac to modern medicine was that concerns about their quality stimulated the earliest concepts of medicines regulation’ (‘Venetian treacle and the foundation of medicines regulation’, British Journal of Clinical Pharmacology, 58 (2004), pp. 317–25, at p. 325).

47 Mercure Galant, Oct. 1704, p. 64: ‘Rome & Venise doivent avoier après tant d’Experiences si connus & si publiques, que la France peut se passer de tous ses voisins.’

48 Mercure Galant, Oct. 1704, pp. 82–83: ‘par ce moyen on pourroit empecher les mal-intentionnez d’en faire un commerce infame & public dans toutes les Foires du Royaume, où le prix qu’elle y est vendû suffit pour en faire connoire la mauvaise composition & leur friponnerie’.

49 Until at least the 1820s, French chemists continued to view an extract of opium as an antidote to its toxic effects (see Richard Davenport-Hines, The pursuit of oblivion: a social history of drugs (London, 2002), pp. 47–8).

50 Nicolas de Locques, Rvdimens de la philosophie naturelle touchant le systeme du corps mixte (Paris, 1665–8), s.v. ‘Laudanum de Paracelse’ (part II, pp. 51–6).
experimenters like Locques had their ‘reasoning ... shaped by the soporific vapours they had just made the Opium produce ... which they had inhaled beyond reason’.51

Charas’s auto-experimentation, with which we began, may thus be interpreted in the light of his own efforts to commodify opium in a crowded marketplace. He regularly emphasized that his own product, opium extract, contained the pure virtue of the drug, yet was safe to use even in high doses; the paper he presented to his fellow academicians in 1696, for example, contains several such ‘product placements’. Yet, interestingly, historians have largely overlooked the extent to which Charas’s involvement in the scholarly world was continuous with his commercial activities: he is one of the few figures from the medical marketplace of these decades to have retained at least some credibility as an academic chemist.52 He recruited learned standing in part by rehabilitating theriac as a topic worthy of scholarly interest, publishing a treatise which explored in detail the natural history of its principal ingredients, each carefully researched in humanist style.

Among those ingredients, of course, opium held a prominent place, one which it retained in subsequent attempts to manufacture theriac in Paris. The exact plant which produced Levantine opium remained in doubt well into the eighteenth century, despite attempts by rival groups of apothecaries to invoke botanical expertise in order to identify the ‘true’ opium of commerce. Many a commentator would claim as fact that ‘the Turks hold the true opium in such high regard that they do not allow it to be transported to us’, explaining why the drug known in France failed to produce the same effects as in the Ottoman empire. The uncertain geopolitics of the opium trade, and the lack of direct access to sites of cultivation and processing by French merchants, made it impossible to settle controversies in Paris about what ‘true opium’ should look like and who possessed it.53 In more than one way, opium resisted adaptation to French bodies, scientific knowledge, or medical processing.

IV

Opium’s links to the Ottoman empire meant that it was widely seen in late seventeenth-century French literate culture as a drug denoting otherness and wildness, which, perhaps, could not be domesticated at all, despite the attempts by medical entrepreneurs alert to the opportunities offered by the expanding medical marketplace (only some of which have found mention in this article). This was not for lack of trying. A whole industry within the

51 Moyse Charas, Theriaque d’Andromachvs. Dispensee et achevee publiquement à Paris par Moyse Charas (Paris, 1668), 82: ‘raisonnement ... formé par les vapeurs soporiferes qu’ils venoient de faire sortir de l’Opium ... qu’ils avoient humé plus abondamment que de raison’; Locques, Rvdimens.
53 Charles Bagard, Discours sur l’histoire de la thériaque (Nancy, 1725), p. 17.
medical marketplace sought to make available and commodify opium’s perceived virtues of tranquillity, fortification, or analgesia, while stripping it of its capacity to produce drunkenness, incapacitation, nausea, frenzy, or death. That is to say, processors of opium claimed to prevent its European consumers from turning into Nicolay’s image of the Turk. Such operations upon the drug were implicitly framed within a debate around (European) reason as the proper route to mastery of exotic material nature.

Yet controversies over how to process and use opium safely remained unresolved into the eighteenth century, in spite of the optimistic remarks of authors and auto-experimenters like Charas or Hecquet. Charas’s own experimental practice in fact contributed to this state of affairs. He continued to deploy his opium-eating and viper-handling activities far more as a way to gain credit through displays of corporeal and intellectual exceptionalism than as a means of producing standardized, communal knowledge of the kind approved by the Paris Academy of Sciences. Furthermore, as his contemporaries occasionally spotted, he was hijacking the project of scholarly knowledge for commercial ends. What survived of his enterprise was thus not so much a better reputation for opium, but far more a revival of a tradition of public theriac-making among Parisian apothecaries. I have suggested here that this served two main purposes: the first being to divert the attention and patronage of authorities from operators to apothecaries, and the second being to establish intellectual respectability for apothecaries as rivals of the ancients and servants of the public.

Considering Charas’s activities in this light, we can see that his auto-experimentation with opium and his careful self-accounting had several interconnecting goals. In a broader sense, his activities have important implications for how we might write the history of experimentation in seventeenth-century France. For the principal definition of the word experimenter in the Dictionnaire de l’Académie française of 1694 was ‘to trial a remedy, receipt [or] secret by experience’, and the main example concerned plants: ‘if you doubt the virtue of that plant, you may experiment with it’. One has to ask why no history of the ‘scientific revolution’ in France has taken seriously, or even noted, the fact that the first and principal meaning of ‘to experiment’ in the late seventeenth century was ‘to trial the efficacy of drugs’. Conversely, the narrow understanding of that efficacy as resting on controlled trials in purified spaces that is often invoked in the history of medicine needs to give way to broader studies that explore all the resources marshalled to produce both cure and proof in a given culture, as well as the ways in which contemporaries responded to these evidential gambits.

---


55 Stolberg, ‘Der gesunde Leib’, pp. 44–8, shows that early modern European humoral medicine foregrounded contamination and the expulsion of poisons from the body.
The aim in this article has not been to retell the history of opium-containing drugs in Europe from a new perspective, but rather to explore the work that a particular substance did in a particular culture in mediating and transforming social, geopolitical, and corporeal states. It is precisely this historical agency which is lost if the effects of the consumed substance upon bodies are assumed a priori by the historian. Opium could have a continuous history within French medical tradition, and yet be mobilized to serve new purposes by different historical actors in response to chronologically specific geopolitical, commercial, and epistemological circumstances. It is for these reasons that opium may be characterized as a drug of alterity in the reign of Louis XIV.
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